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Summary
Objectives: One method for assessing pathological
retinal nerve fiber layer (NFL) appearance is by
comparing the NFL to normative values, derived from
healthy subjects. These normative values will be more
specific when normal physiological differences are
taken into account. One common variation is a split
bundle. This paper describes a method to automatically
detect these split bundles.
Methods: The thickness profile along the NFL bundle
is described by a non-split and a split bundle model.
Based on these two fits, statistics are derived and used
as features for two non-parametric classifiers (Parzen
density based and k nearest neighbor). Features were
selected by forward feature selection. Three hundred
and nine superior and 324 inferior bundles were used
to train and test this method.
Results: The prevalence of split superior bundles was
68% and the split inferior bundles’ prevalence was
13%. The resulting estimated error of the Parzen den-
sity-based classifier was 12.5% for the superior bundle
and 10.2% for the inferior bundle. The k nearest
neighbor classifier errors were 11.7% and 9.2%.
Conclusions: The classification error of automated
detection of split inferior bundles is not much smaller
than its prevalence, thereby limiting the usefulness of
separate cut-off values for split and non-split inferior
bundles. For superior bundles, however, the classifi-
cation error was low compared to the prevalence.
Application of specific cut-off values, selected by
the proposed classification system, may therefore
increase the specificity and sensitivity of patho-
logical NFL detection.
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1. Introduction

The retinal nerve fiber layer (NFL) contains
ganglion cell axons that are part of the infor-
mation pathway from the photoreceptors in
the retina to the visual cortex in the brain.
Glaucoma, a progressive optic neuropathy,
is related to the death of retinal ganglion
cells and their axons in the NFL. Thinning
of the NFL is therefore associated with
glaucoma.

Scanning Laser Polarimetry (SLP) [1] is
a technique that utilizes polarized light to
estimate the thickness of the NFL. Due to
the bundling of the axons in the retina and
their form birefringent properties, retarda-
tion of transmitted polarized light results
[2]. By measuring the retardation of polar-
ized light that is emitted into the eye by a
laser and reflected on the back of the eye, the
thickness of the NFL is estimated.The GDxa

is such a scanning laser polarimeter that is
developed for the detection and monitoring
of glaucoma. In Figure 1, an example of
NFL images acquired with the GDx is
shown. Figure 1a shows the conventional
reflectivity of the NFL. The optic disc is in-
dicated by a white arrow, while the black
arrow indicates the fovea. The correspond-
ing retardation image is shown in Figure 1b.
In this type of image, light gray values de-
note a thick NFL while dark gray values rep-
resent thinner areas, as indicated by the gray
bar.

As can be observed in the example
image, the axons are concentrated in two

bundles; one superiorly (the light areas in
the top half of Fig. 1b, apparently originat-
ing from the optic disc) and one inferiorly
(the light area in the bottom half). However,
these bundles may appear to be split [3], as
is the case for the superior bundle of the
example image. Note that these so-called
split bundles are not pathological but merely
physiological.

One way of assessing possible pathologi-
cal NFL appearance is by locating those
areas that are thinner than in, for example,
95% of the healthy population. (Other
methods to classify retinal images are avail-
able as well, e.g. [4, 5].) This analysis may
be performed on the so-called TSNIT-plot,
which shows the NFL thickness at a fixed
distance from the optic nerve head, rotating
through the temporal, superior, nasal, in-
ferior and again temporal area, or on
measures derived from the TSNIT-plot. Ob-
viously, blood vessels should be excluded
from the calculations. Performing this
TSNIT analysis without appreciating
physiological differences between bundles
results in normative values that are not very
sensitive or specific. By defining different
normative values for both non-split and split
bundles, the sensitivity may be increased.

This is illustrated in Figure 2 for the su-
perior bundle. The thin black lines show
the average thickness in the superior part of
the TSNIT plot. The thick solid line cor-
responds to cut-off values for the general
population, defined by the 5th percentile of
measurements on both split and non-split
bundles. For diagnosis, measurements that
are below this line could be considered ab-
normal, with a fixed specificity of 95%. For
non-split bundles only (dashed line), the
cutoff values between 70° and 105° are sig-
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nificantly higher; using these values will
thus result in a more sensitive test, while the
specificity is still fixed by the 5th percentile
cut-off value. For the area between 110° and
140°, the cut-off values for split bundles
(dash-dotted line) in this area are higher

than those for the general population; apply-
ing these values will increase the sensitivity
for split bundles. Given these possible im-
provements, the goal of this research is to
develop an automatic split bundle detection
algorithm.

2. Method

Split bundles may occur superiorly, in-
feriorly or both. In our approach, both su-
perior and inferior bundles are treated inde-
pendently after preprocessing. A model of
a non-split bundle and a model of a split
bundle are both fitted to the extracted
bundle data. From these fits, statistics are
derived, which are then used as features for
subsequent classification. Examples, la-
beled by an expert, are used to train the clas-
sifier, which can then be applied to new
(unlabeled) data to automatically classify a
bundle as split or non-split. This may then
be used to select the appropriate normative
values. Each step of the classification is de-
scribed in detail in the following sections.

2.1 Preprocessing
The GDx employs an operator-assisted rou-
tine to locate the optic disc: The optic disc is
tentatively localized by the device’s soft-
ware and may later be adjusted by the oper-
ator. Fully automated methods are available
in the literature as well [6].

For the superior bundle, the area between
30° and 150° is considered, with the optic
disc as the origin (0° is a horizontal line to
the right). A 10-pixel wide band, at the maxi-
mum distance to the optic disc, is sampled at
all angles in this interval (see the top out-
lined sector in Fig. 1b). As readings on blood
vessel locations do not contain valid NFL
thickness estimates (see the black line-like
structures in Fig. 1b), they should be ex-
cluded from the analysis. The blood vessels
are therefore first detected [7] and the
samples for each angle are averaged, exclud-
ing pixels in those detected blood vessels.
The exclusion of blood vessel pixels, before
averaging, ensures that the average itself is
unbiased, although excluding pixels ob-
viously increases the variance of the aver-
age. This increased variance is not too prob-
lematic, as the models described in the next
section contain a relatively small amount of
parameters, and the fit is rather robust. If
blood vessels constitute more than five
pixels at an angle, the value at this angle is
completely discarded from further analysis.

Fig. 2
Values of the lower 5th
percentile (thick lines) for
the superior split bundles,
non-split bundles and the
total set. For reference,
the mean thicknesses are
also plotted (thin lines).
These values are derived
from the data described in
Section 3. The angle α
denotes the angle relative
to an imaginary horizon-
tal line from the optic
nerve head in temporal
direction.

Fig. 1 Example images acquired by the GDx of the NFL. The dark lines in both images are blood vessels. a) Reflectance
image. The circular structure in the center, denoted by the white arrow, is the optic disc, where the axons exit the eye. The small
dark circle on the left, indicated by the black arrow, is the fovea (center of the yellow spot). b) Corresponding retardation
image. The outlined areas are used for further analysis. The grey bar on the right shows the corresponding calculated thick-
ness of the NFL.
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The same procedure is followed for the
inferior bundle. In this case, however, the
area between 210° and 330° is considered.

2.2 Modeling
In general, the shape of the curve obtained by
plotting the NFL thickness against the angle is
described as a ‘double hump’; one for the su-
perior part and one for the inferior part. These
humps are modeled as Gaussian-shaped, with
parameters describing the height, width and
center of these humps. For each bundle, either
one or two Gaussians are used, corresponding
to non-split or split bundles.

Due to the SLP technique used to acquire
the images, noise results in an offset of the
measurements for small signals [8]. There-
fore, for non-split bundle images, the gray
values are modeled by

f1(α) = a + b ⋅ e , (1)

where α is the angle, a is the offset, b is the
height of the Gaussian, c is its center and d
describes its width (see Fig. 3a). For split
bundles, an extra Gaussian is added, result-
ing in

f1(α) = a + b1 + e + b2 ⋅ e . (2)

(see Fig. 3b). The fits of the parameters are
subject to the following bounds: (a, b, b1, b2,
d, d1, d2) >0 and (c, c1, c2) should be be-
tween the angles under consideration. Fur-
thermore, for arbitrary ordering, c1 <c2 is
enforced.

The areas from the example image of
Figure 1 are again shown in Figures 4a and
4b in polar coordinates (after bicubic inter-
polation). In Figures 4c and 4d, the average
of the valid pixels at each angle are indicated
by black dots. The dashed line shows the fit
for f1, while the dash-dotted line shows f2. In
this example, an improvement of the fit is
obvious for the superior data, but not so for
the inferior data.

2.3 Features Based on Statistics
Based on the fits of f1 and f2, statistics can be
derived that may be useful in the classifi-

Fig. 3 The functions of Equations 1 and 2 (solid lines), their components (dashed lines) and their parameters (letters).
a) f1(α). b) f2(α).

Fig. 4 a) Superior part in polar coordinates. b) Inferior part in polar coordinates. c) Fit of f1(α) (dashed) and f2(α) (dash-
dotted) to valid averaged data points for the superior bundle. d) Same for the inferior bundle

Fig. 5
Illustration of c1 , c2 , c ′1 ,
c ′2 , hmax , hmin , tophi , toplo ,
bumphi and bumplo . Note
that c1 ≤ c ′1 and c2 ≥ c ′2
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cation of the bundle as non-split or split. In
the description of these features, c′1 and c′2
denote the angle of the local maxima of f2
around c1 and c2 respectively, not the maxi-
mum value itself. In all cases, c′1 ≥c1and
c′2 ≥c2. See Figure 5 for c′1, c′2 and some of
the statistics.

2.3.1 Valleys

hmax and hmin describe the largest and small-
est peak heights, relative to the bottom of
the valley of f2. This is defined by

hmax = (3)

and

hmin = , (4)

calculating the maximum or minimum of
the function at both peaks minus the mini-
mum value between those peaks. (Note the
difference between the set {c′1, c′2} and the
interval [c′1, c′2].)

2.3.2 Sum of Squares

Besides RSS1 and RSS2, describing the re-
sidual sums of squares for models 1 and 2,
the reduction, corresponding to the im-
proved fit, is defined either in absolute
(RSSabs) or relative (RSSrel) form by

RSSabs = RSS1 + RSS2 (5)

and

RSSrel = . (6)

In the last equation, the relative improve-
ment of adding an extra Gaussian term is ex-
pressed.

2.3.3 Top Height

The height of both tops can be calculated by
evaluating f2 at c′1 and c′2. The highest top
(tophi) is defined by

tophi = max( f2(c′1), f2(c′2)) , (7)

the other (toplo) by

toplo = min( f2(c′1), f2(c′2)) . (8)

2.3.4 Bump Height

These statistics are related to the previous
ones and describe the height of the tops
relative to the general offset (a): bumphi =
tophi – a and bumplo = toplo – a.

These statistics, hmax, hmin, RSS1, RSS2,
RSSabs, RSSrel, tophi, toplo, bumphi and
bumplo are used as features for the classifier.

2.4 Classifiers
Many classifiers define the optimal classifi-
cation boundary by first considering the
probability density of each class in the fea-

ture space. Then, the classification is done
by selecting the class with the highest prob-
ability for the considered case.Two methods
to obtain the probability densities are de-
scribed below. Both are non-parametric
methods, which enable the determination of
arbitrarily shaped classification boundaries.
In this way, non-linear combinations of the
features are handled naturally.

2.4.1 Kernel Density-based

One way of estimating the probability den-
sity is by replacing each labeled sample with
a kernel. This can be written as a convolu-
tion:

f̂h(x) = (9)

The resulting classifier is called a kernel or
Parzen density-based classifier [9]; the
same procedure may be applied to other es-
timation problems as well [10]. Many ker-
nels may be used, but the most generally ap-
plied kernel is a Gaussian kernel, given by

K(u) = . (10)

The above one-dimensional formulation
may easily be extended to more dimensions.
Prior probabilities are incorporated by ad-
justing the density estimation of each class
by its prevalence. Besides choosing a ker-
nel, the parameter h has to be specified,
which affects the size of the kernel. It may
either be fixed for all classes, features and
positions in feature space, or depend on one
or more of those factors. In this paper, h is
optimized by a maximum likelihood esti-
mation for each class and feature.

An example of this classifier for two fea-
tures is shown in Figure 6a, where the
thick black line shows the classification
boundary. The density estimation is not
completely correct at all locations, since
hmin ≥0 and RSSrel ≤1.

2.4.2 k Nearest Neighbors

The k nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier
employs a uniform weight function with
variable width [11]. For a given point in the
feature space, the k nearest cases are con-

Fig. 6 Examples of the classifiers used. The data shown is for the superior bundle; the features are hminand RSSrel . The thick
black line denotes the boundary of the classifier. a) Parzen density-based classifier. The lines show the percentiles of the prob-
ability density function as estimated by the Parzen density estimation. b) k nearest neighbor classifier. The features are nor-
malized on variance. The obtained optimal value for k was 7.
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sidered. Classification is done according to
a majority vote of the labels of those nearest
cases.

Adjusting k corresponds to more or less
smoothing of the classification boundary.
For example, a small k (e.g., k = 1) causes
outliers to affect cases in their neighbor-
hood. By cross-validation, k may be opti-
mized. In addition to tuning k, each feature
should be normalized (for example on total
variance), because the distance in the fea-
ture space depends on the scaling of each
feature. Finally, adapting the k-NN classi-
fier to prior probabilities is less straight-
forward than in the case of kernel density-
based classifiers.

The resulting classification boundary for
the k-NN classifier for two features is shown
in Figure 6b. The same features are used as
in Figure 6a. The classification boundary
was first calculated on the normalized fea-
tures and then transformed to the original
feature space.

2.5 Feature Selection
Various methods for feature selection are
available. In this paper, a simple forward
feature selection routine was used. In this
method, the feature that performs optimally
is selected first. Then, this feature is com-
bined with each of the remaining features,
and the one that performs optimally with the
previous feature is selected. This procedure
is repeated as long as the classification error
decreases.

2.6 Error Estimation
To estimate the error of the classifier, a five-
fold cross-validation was repeated 20 times.
The errors were adjusted for the given
prevalence. Both the final error estimate,
the average of the errors for each run, and
the variance of the runs were calculated.

3. Results
Both eyes of 201 healthy subjects were im-
aged with the GDx VCC, resulting in 402

images that were processed independently.
Each image is monochromatic with a size
of 256 × 128 pixels at a quantization of
eight bits per pixel. The viewing angle was
40° × 20°, resulting in isotropic pixel di-
mensions. The sampling density was ap-
proximately 22 pixels/mm.

The images were a subset of the nor-
mative database that was used for all com-
puter-aided diagnostic tools provided by the
built-in software.All images were judged by
an expert and classified as non-split or split,
for both superior and inferior bundles. In
some cases, the expert was unable to ident-
ify the bundle as either split or non-split.
Those cases were discarded from further
analysis.

For the superior bundle, this resulted in
99 non-split cases and 210 split cases. The
apparent prevalence of split superior bundles
in the dataset was therefore

210
–––––––– ⋅ 100% = 68%.
210 + 99

For further analysis, this was assumed to
be equal to the prevalence of split superior
bundles in the general population. For the in-
ferior bundle, 282 cases were non-split and
42 cases were split. The apparent prevalence
of split inferior bundles in the dataset was
therefore

42
––––––– ⋅ 100% = 13%.
42 + 282

Table 1 Forward feature selection for the superior bundle for the Parzen density-based classifier. For each feature, the es-
timated error (standard deviation) is shown as a percentage. The estimated error of the selected feature is shown in boldface.
The first row shows the individual features, the second row shows hmin combined with the other features, the third row shows
hmin and toplo combined with the remaining features, etc.

Table 2 Forward feature selection for the superior bundle for the k nearest neighbor classifier. For each feature, the esti-
mated error (standard deviation) is shown as a percentage. The estimated error of the selected feature is shown in boldface.

hmax
1st feature 23.6

(0.7)

2nd feature 13.3

(0.5)

3rd feature 13.1

(0.9)

4th feature 13.4

(0.9)

hmin
14.7

(0.3)

RSS1
24.5

(0.7)

15.5

(0.5)

12.7

(0.6)

5th feature 13.4

(1.0)

RSS2
33.2

(1.1)

15.3

(0.7)

13.9

(0.9)

13.4

(0.8)

13.4

(0.9)

RSSabs
24.5

(0.7)

16.1

(0.6)

12.9

(0.4)

13.3

(0.8)

12.9

(0.6)

RSSrel
28.0

(0.6)

16.4

(0.9)

14.6

(0.6)

15.0

(0.9)

14.1

(0.7)

tophi
32.0

(0.9)

14.8

(0.8)

13.3

(0.8)

13.1

(1.0)

13.2

(1.2)

toplo
28.7

(0.7)

12.8

(0.7)

bumphi
31.1

(0.5)

14.7

(0.6)

13.1

(0.7)

14.0

(0.9)

13.7

(0.9)

bumplo
31.0

(0.6)

12.9

(0.4)

13.9

(0.6)

12.5

(0.6)

hmax
1st feature 23.6

(0.8)

2nd feature 13.1

(0.6)

3rd feature

4th feature

hmin
15.3

(0.7)

RSS1
25.7

(0.9)

16.7

(1.0)

15.4

(0.9)

12.7

(0.6)

5th feature 11.9

(0.9)

RSS2
33.3

(0.8)

15.2

(0.6)

13.5

(1.0)

13.7

(1.0)

12.2

(1.0)

RSSabs
24.4

(0.6)

16.2

(0.7)

15.3

(0.9)

13.1

(0.9)

12.4

(1.1)

RSSrel
28.0

(1.3)

15.2

(0.4)

14.0

(0.9)

11.7

(0.9)

tophi
33.0

(1.4)

15.1

(0.9)

14.1

(1.0)

14.8

(1.0)

12.8

(1.1)

toplo
31.5

(1.3)

13.7

(0.6)

13.5

(0.8)

13.9

(1.3)

13.1

(0.9)

bumphi
32.8

(1.3)

15.1

(0.8)

13.3

(0.8)

bumplo
31.0

(1.0)

13.5

(0.9)

15.3

(0.8)

14.2

(0.9)

13.7

(1.2)
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This was again assumed to be equal to the
prevalence of split inferior bundles in the
general population.

By forward feature selection, the three
features with the smallest estimated clas-
sification error were selected. The results
for the superior bundle are summarized in
Tables 1 (for the Parzen density-based clas-
sifier) and 2 (for the k-NN classifier). Those
for the inferior bundle are listed in Tables 3
and 4. The best features for classifying the
superior bundle by a Parzen density-based
classifier were hmin, toplo, RSS1 and bumplo,
resulting in an estimated error of 12.5%.
The per-class errors were 27.9% for the
non-split bundles and 5.2% for the split
bundles. Adding more features resulted in
higher estimated classification errors. The

k-NN classifier performed slightly better
and resulted in an estimated classification
error of 11.7% when including the features
hmin, hmax, bumphi and RSSrel. The per-class
errors were 21.8% and 7.0% for non-split
and split bundles respectively. Note that for
classification based on less than four fea-
tures, the Parzen density-based classifier
performed better.

For the inferior bundle, a set of three fea-
tures resulted in the smallest classification
error for the Parzen density-based classifier.
The selected features were hmin, toplo and
bumplo, with an estimated classification
error of 10.2% and per-class errors of 3.0%
for non-split bundles and 58.1% for split
bundles. The k-NN classifier showed the
best performance when five features were

included: hmin, toplo, RSSrel, bumplo and
bumphi. The estimated classification error
was 9.2%, and the per class-errors were
1.8% and 58.7% for non-split and split
bundles respectively.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
The presented Parzen density-based classi-
fier for superior bundles has an estimated
classification error of 12.5% (for a preva-
lence of 68%) based on four features and is
therefore suitable for selecting the appropri-
ate normative data. The same is true for the
k-NN classifier, which shows a slightly
lower error of 11.7%. In case of the inferior
bundles the estimated classification errors
are even lower at 10.2% and 9.2% respect-
ively. However, even a maximum prior clas-
sifier would incorrectly classify only 13%
due to the low prevalence for inferior split
bundles. The low prevalence also explains
the very asymmetric per-class errors of the
inferior bundle classifier. The improvement
of our classifiers over a maximum prior
classifier is probably not enough to justify
different normative data sets for the inferior
bundle. A related problem is that, due to the
low prevalence, obtaining normative data
for split inferior bundles is a challenging
task.

The results as listed in Tables 1-4 again
show that adding additional features to a
classifier does not necessarily improve its
performance. Instead, as the dimensionality
of the feature space increases while the
number of samples is stable, the samples are
increasingly sparsely distributed in the fea-
ture space, resulting in less stable classifiers
exhibiting higher classification errors. For
example, the Parzen density-based classi-
fier for the superior bundle based on only
hmin has an estimated error of 14.7%. Ad-
ding any of the RSS measures to this classi-
fier results in an increased estimated error.
Likewise, adding any feature to the superior
bundle classifiers based on the four optimal
features increases the estimated error as did
adding any feature to the inferior bundle
classifier based on the three (for the Parzen
density-based classifier) or five (for the
k-NN classifier) optimal features.

Table 3 Forward feature selection for the inferior bundle for the Parzen density-based classifier. For each feature, the es-
timated error (standard deviation) is shown as a percentage. The estimated error of the selected feature is shown in boldface.

hmax
1st feature 12.9

(1.2)

2nd feature 14.8

(0.8)

3rd feature 12.1

(0.7)

4th feature 11.8

(0.6)

hmin
11.5

(0.6)

RSS1
13.8

(0.5)

11.8

(1.1)

11.6

(0.7)

11.4

(0.7)

RSS2
13.6

(0.4)

12.3

(0.8)

11.4

(0.6)

11.3

(0.7)

RSSabs
13.1

(0.5)

12.0

(0.5)

10.9

(0.6)

11.0

(0.7)

RSSrel
13.3

(0.2)

11.2

(0.9)

10.7

(0.8)

10.5

(0.5)

tophi
13.0

(0.1)

11.2

(0.9)

13.0

(0.8)

12.4

(0.7)

toplo
13.2

(0.3)

11.0

(0.6)

bumphi
13.1

(0.2)

12.0

(0.6)

10.4

(0.6)

12.1

(0.7)

bumplo
13.0

(0.1)

11.3

(0.6)

10.2

(0.9)

Table 4 Forward feature selection for the inferior bundle for the k nearest neighbor classifier. For each feature, the esti-
mated error (standard deviation) is shown as a percentage. The estimated error of the selected feature is shown in boldface.

hmax
1st feature 12.8

(1.1)

2nd feature 12.5

(1.1)

3rd feature 11.0

(0.9)

4th feature 10.6

(0.8)

hmin
12.0

(0.7)

RSS1
13.6

(0.7)

12.4

(1.0)

11.4

(0.8)

11.2

(0.5)

5th feature

5th feature

9.9

(0.7)

10.0

(0.7)

11.4

(0.9)

10.0

(0.9)

RSS2
13.0

(0.2)

11.4

(0.9)

10.6

(0.9)

10.5

(0.7)

10.2

(0.8)

10.0

(1.0)

RSSabs
13.9

(0.6)

11.6

(0.9)

10.4

(0.6)

10.8

(0.6)

10.6

(0.8)

10.2

(1.0)

RSSrel
13.2

(0.3)

11.9

(0.8)

10.1

(0.8)

tophi
13.5

(0.5)

11.1

(0.9)

10.5

(0.7)

10.7

(0.9)

10.0

(0.8)

9.8

(0.8)

toplo
13.8

(0.7)

11.1

(1.0)

bumphi
13.3

(0.4)

12.9

(0.9)

10.8

(1.0)

10.4

(0.8)

9.2

(0.7)

bumplo
13.5

(0.6)

12.7

(1.2)

10.7

(0.9)

9.7

(0.8)
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Different optimal feature sets were found
for the superior and the inferior bundle.This
may be caused by subtle differences in ap-
pearance of splits in either bundle. In addi-
tion, even if the distribution of the features
for both splits is the same, these different
feature sets may be caused by the very dif-
ferent prevalence of split superior and in-
ferior bundles. Some features may have a
high specificity and a low sensitivity, while
other may have a low specificity but a high
sensitivity. Depending on the prevalence,
one will outperform the other in terms of
classification error. In our case, the optimal
feature sets are surprisingly similar: only
after selecting the second feature, differ-
ences occur.

The forward feature selection was not in-
corporated in the error estimation routines.
Instead the best features were picked after-
wards, causing a bias in the estimated error.
This selection bias, however, is rather small
due to the relative large number of samples
in relation to the number of tested com-
binations. Tentative tests, in which the for-
ward feature selection was built into the
classifier, showed that the induced bias is
only about 2%.

Not all bundles could be classified by the
expert as either split or non-split. Therefore,
the prevalence may be different from the
one reported here (as it includes only the
split and non-split cases). As the classifi-
cation error is dependent on the prevalence,
it may be affected as well. However, the as-
sumption that the prevalence of split and
non-split bundles in the group of unknown
cases is roughly similar to the reported
prevalence seems reasonable and implies

that the true prevalence and classification
errors are close to the reported ones. If diag-
nosis of these unclassified cases, based on
normative data, proves problematic, the
classification problem may be adapted to in-
clude a third class of these bundles.

The tested classifiers (Parzen density-
based and k-NN) both employ nonpara-
metric density estimations and therefore
make no assumptions about the real dis-
tributions. While the real distribution of the
features is unknown, some properties, such
as the possible range of a feature, are known.
Therefore, the presented classifier may be
further improved. In addition, other classi-
fiers may be tested as well. Given the dis-
tribution of the features as shown in Fig-
ure 6a, a non-linear classifier is probably
required. Possible candidates include sup-
port vector machines [12].

In conclusion, the presented classifier is
able to correctly classify most superior
bundles as non-split or split and is therefore
a valuable asset in the application of more
specific normative data. These results do
not extend to the inferior bundle, largely
due to the low prevalence of split inferior
bundles.
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